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SUMMARY -=----

A model of a hypothetical canardairplane, which was
designed to be, of the same size and general aerodynatiic -
characteristics as a Boeing B-247 airplane~ was tested in
the N.A.C.A. gust tunnel at one wing loading, one forward” --
speed, one gust velocity, and three gust gradients.

- ..—_ ._..
The

purpose of these tests was to determine the reactions of
—_==*

the model and to compare them:with the results of Urip”ub- ‘- -
lished tests on an equivalent model of the Boeing B-247 -~~

——

airplane. .- .-

The loads on the stabilizer of the canard model and
the subsequent pitchiug motion could not be neglected;
the current method of analysis. was therefore extended to “- ‘-
include these ,factors. Calculations wera made based on
the unsteady-lift functions for finite and infinite aspect
ratio and for two interpretations of wing area, The re-
sults were compared with experiment and the best agreement “-
was found to result when the net wing area and the un- ‘ ‘““-
steady-lift functions for infinite aspect ratio were used.

A comparison of the results from the two tests–re-
vealed that the resultant acceleration increment for the
canard model was much higher than that for the Boeing -
B-247 ,model., The” analysis indicmted, however, that the
stabilizer loads on the canard model accounted for the
difference so thatj the aerodynamic loads .on the wings of
the two models were approximately equal. Thus, although
the acceleration increment and the stabilizer load on the
canard model are higher than those on the corresponding
conventional arrangement, the net wing load o.n t.lieicanard
model appears to be smaller by virtue of the greater in-
ertia load acting to oppose the aerodynamic load.
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INTRODUCTION

The wing loading and the power of present-day air-
planes are constantly increasing. As a result, the Slip-
stream produces uncertainty in the stability and the coa-
trol characteristics and, in generals has adverse effects
on them. With a view toward ovorconing these difficul-
ties, designers are reconsidering the possibilities of
the canard airplane. Because data on the gust-load fac-
tors on this type of airplane are le,cking,tests were con-
ducted in the N.A.C.A. gust tunnel to determine the reac-
tions of a canard model of the same size and general
aerodynamic characteristics as a previously tested dynam-
ically scaled mode-l of a Boeing B-247 airy-lane.

The current method of analysis for gust-load factors
(reference 1) was developed for the conventional mono-
plane. A simplifying assumption of reforonce 3,, that the
pitching motion be neglected, implies that there i8 zero
tail load and zero pitch and that the conventional monop-
lane may be represented as a flying wing during passage
through a gust. The downwash from the wing on the tail
surfaces effectively reduces the change ti..angle of at-
tack of the stabilizing plane by a%out 50 percent and, in
addition, the tail enters the gust later than the wing so
that the development of lift on the tail starts after
that on the wing. Inasmuch as the wing has probably
passed its peak load-factor increment before the tail
lift can become appreciable, the ,slmplifying assumption
is reasonable. Experiments (reference 2) bear out the
correctness of this analysis.

There is, however, reason to .beli.eve that, with the
horizontal stabilizing plane ahead of the wi~g surface,
a canard airplane will not satisfy the conditions previ-
ously set forth. The stabilizing plane is n~longer sub-
ject to the downwash from the wing and, in additi~n, it
enters the gust ahead of the wing so that the dovolopment
of lif,t on tho stabilizer precedes that on the wing. Tho
combination of these two factors apparently makes it yos-
sible for the stabilizing plane to have developed an ap-
preciable lift when the airplane experiences peak acceler-
ation. An adverso pitching motion may arise to increaso
further the acceleration increment. It is therefore felt
that these factors should be taken into account when the
reactions of a canard airplane are being determined=

●
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In this paper, the experimental results of the gust-
tunnel tests of the model are compared with computed re-
sults based on the theory of unsteady lift as applied to
the conventional monoplane: Additional computed results
are presented that are based on several anaIys–es “in which
the unsteady-lift functions are applied to both the wing
and the stabilizing plane of the canard airplane. Unpub-
lished results of a previous test of a model of the Zoeing
B-247 airplane are also compared with the results of tho
present investigation. -

APPARATUS

The gust tunnel and its related equipment are de-
scribed in reference 2.

The canard airplane nodel is shown in figures 1 and
2. Its pertinent characteristics as well as those for
the hypothetical full-size airplane are given in figure
2 and table I. The weights and the mass distribution
about the pitching axes were scaled to represent condi-
tions at an altitude of 7,200 feet. The gross wifi-g-ar”ea
referred to In table I is the plan-view area of the wing
including the fuselage intercept, and the net wing area
is the groes wing area ninus the fuselage intercept. En-
gine nacelles and other protuberances were left off the
model. .. .._

The wing was made as rigid as practicable in order
to eliminate effects due to its deflection in the steep-- ‘-
est gust gradient. The natural period of “the wing ts
given in table I and the deflection curve for a load fac-
tor of 1.54 is given in figure 3.

The thre~ gust-velocity distributions or profiles
for which the tests were made (gradient distance H = 0.7,
3.7, and 8.2 ft) were approximately linear and are
shown in figure 4 as plots of the ratio of local gust
velocity U to the average maximum gust velocity ql ax ~~

against the distance, in feet, from the leading edge of
the gust tunnel.

.—
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,. TESTS
., . ..,..,. — ~’

The t-m.ts consist”e’dof fliglits.of the model over tho ,
gust tunnel .atrfixed tialues 03’.the “forward velocity and

#

of the ‘average m“ax’imum’gust” velocity. A ninimum of five
flights,was made for each’of” the three gust gradients.
Measurements were nade “of flight, velocfty, gust velocity,
normal acceleration,” vertical “dis@”l’acemeut, and pitch.

..

PRECISION

.. . .

The measured quantities are estimated to be accurate
within the following limits for any singla test or run.

Acceleration increment. *oelg

Forward velocity. . . . =1.0 foot per second

Gust velocity . . . . . &O.1 foot per second “ - -

Pitch . .. . . . . . . =.0.20

Vertical displacement ..50.01 foot

Approximate compulrations of the effect of wing flex-
ibility indicated an error of about 1.5 percent in the
acceleration l.ncrement for the sharp-edge gust (H = 0.7
ft) and smaller errors ia those for the gradient gusts.
!?he error due to wing flexibility is thus within the
limits of “accuracy of- the rest of the data and will be
meglected. ,.

In addition to errors in measurement, there exist
errors due to the disturbed motion of the eirplano nodel
prior to entry into the gust. These notians nay persiet
during the travers’e of the gush. Inasmuch as it is im-
practicable t-o catapult an airplane model into a condition
of steady gliding- flight at the attitude, the speed, and
the flight-path ang}e for which it is trimned, oscilla-
tions in pitch, forward speed, and acceleration will take
place when the airplane model leaves the catapult. Those
oscillations can be seyarated into a short-period oscil-
lation that is highly damped and a long-period oscilla-
tion, the well-known phugoi.d, that is only slightly damped.

.

.
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The short-period oscillation consists prinarily of
* vertical and rotational motions of the airplane and, for

the canard airplane model, these oscillations will have
a peri6d of shout 0.6 second and a time to damp to one-

. -- twentieth of the original amplitude of about 0.24 second,
which Corresponds to abaut 1’4 feet of travel by the air-
plane model after take-off. Since the “disturbances arise
from the action of the catapult at the point of take-off,
which is a minimum of 14 feet from the gust tunnel, a
disturbance that inpressed an acceleration of lg on the-
airplane would cause an error during the traverse of the
gust tunnel of less than 0.05g in the measured accelera-
tion increment. Inspection of acceleratio~ records from
various airplane models that have undisturbed paths of the
order of 30 feet (that is, zero gust velocity) indicates
that the oscillations have disappeared before the airplane

—.

model reaches the gust tunnel and that the maximum error
in acceleration increment would be less than 0.05g.

. Inspection of the records previously mentioned indi-
cates, however, that appreciable variatio~s nay exis”t in
the Ilreferencell direction of the airplane axis (that is,
in the direction prior to entry into the gust), from
which the pitch-angle increment 3.smeasured. These vari-
ations may lead to a possible error of the order of 0“.3°
in the maximum pitch increment for the longest gust-
gradient distance. This error will not affect the shape
of the curves but will result in a vertical displacement
of the curves a%ove or below the true curves.

The oscillations in pitch, forwar”d speed, and accel-
eration that correspond to the phugotd oscillation will
have a period of the order of 6 seconds. Computations of
the errors caused by this oscillation indicate a maximun
possible consistent error of 0.15g in the acceleration
increment ,for a gust with a gradient distance of 8 feet
and an error of 0.07g for a gradient distance of 4 ‘feet.
Inspection of. the records used in the previous di~cussion
of the short-period oscillation fails to ~ndlca%e an -
error of this magnitude and it is felt that the maximum
error due to this source under the test conditions is of

.—

the order of 0.05g. The error in pitch increment due to
the phugoid oscillation is twofold: an error of the
order of 0.02° that will modify the shape of the” pitch-
increment curv,es, and an error with a possible maximum
value of 1° that will tend to rotate the p~’tch-increuen%”
curves about the point of reference.
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IrIview of the results of this analysis, it appears
that the errors (in the acceleration increments) tirisir’~

from extraneous oscillations. of the model are negligible
except for the longest gradient distance (H = 8 ft). It
also appears that use of the pitch-increment curves in
the longer gradient distances for detailed comparisons
with computations is unwarranted in view of– tho errors
that are possible in determining the initial pitching
condition of the model.
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SYMBOLS

lift.

acceleration of gravity.

airplane weight,

slope of lift ”curve.

mass density of air.

gust velocity.

forward velocity.

area.

chord length.

distance penetrated intc gust, chord lengths.

unsteady-lift function for an airfoil penetrat-
ing a sharp-edge gust.

unsteady-lift function for a sudden change of
angle of attack.

For the purpose of this paper, CL and cLa are

the ratios of the lif%” coefficient at a~y distance s to
the” lift coefficient after an infinite distance has been
traversed (steady flow).

q dynamic pressure.

e pitch angle, degrees.

.

,
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mky2

a

An

Anm

An.

Antotal

Anow

Anmw

Anew

Anq
w,

.

‘nw%otal,

pitching velrsity, radians per second.

horizontal distance fron center of gravity to
aerodynamic center of wing.

horizontal distance from center of gravity to
aerodynamic center of stabilizer.

pitching moment.

moment of inertia.

angular acceleration.

acceleration increment on airplane..,
.—

acceleration increment on airplane due to verti-
cal motion.

...

acceleration increment on airplane due. to action
of gust.

total acceleration increment on airplane. ....

load-factor .increment on wing due to action of
gust :

load-factor increment on wing due to vertical no-
tion of airplane.

load-factor increment on wing due ta pitch-angle
increnent of airplane.

load-factor increment on wing due to pitching
velocity of. airplane. .

total load-fa’ctor increment on wing.
. .

Corresponding definiti’bns for the stabilizer ‘hold
for symbols having subscript s instead of w.

Subscripts:

w wing.

s stabilizer.
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2 distance of surface into gust at which lift is
desired.

3 distance of center of- gravity into gwt at
which acceleration increnent occurs.

.

.

4 distance of center of gravity into gust at
which acceleration increment reaches a nax-
imum .

When subscripts w and s are used with distance
penetrated into the gust s, the resulting tt3rm represents
chord lengths of the surface referred to by the subscript.

RESULTS

Records of two flights for each gust gradient wore
evaluated to give sanple histories of events during pas-
sage through the gust. qhese results are shown in the ,
uncorrected form “in figures 5, 6, and 7 plotted against
the distance, in wing chord lengths, penetrated into the
gust. The chord length used in this case is the mean
geometric chord based on the gross wing area.

.
The oscil-

lations superimposed on the acceleration-increme~t curve
for the sharp-edge gust (fig. 5) were due to the flexlng
of the wings as a result of the gust.

In vi.ow of the precision of the ~o~surenonts and the
tests, it is felt that too much weight should not be
placed on the experimental pitch-angle increnent ,cur~es
for the 8.2-foot gradient conditi~~ rfig. 7).

In order to eliminate the effects of slight depar-
tures from the nominal values of air speed and gust n-
locity, the maxinum acceleration increments were corroct-
ed to a forward velocity of 60 feet per second (40.9 nph)
and a gust velocity of 6.5 feet per second. These re-
sults are shown in figure 8 plotted against the gradient
distance in feet. For purposes @f conparisc3n, computed
results based on the current method of analysts of rtif-
erence 1 are included in figme 8. A considerable dis-
crepancy will he noted between the experimental and the
computed restilts.
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ANALYSIS

The discrepancy between the experimental and the cun-
puted results based on the current method of analysis
(reference 1), shown in figure 8, indicates that all fac-
tors have not been taken into account. As previously
mentioned, there is reason to believe that the tail loads
and the pitching motion should ‘be included when the reac-
tions of a can”ard airplane are being determined.” An at-
tempt was therefore made to include these fectors in ex-
pressions of a general nature that could be applied to
all types of canard airplanes. The individual integr~ls
in the following equation have been derived to represent
the forces due to the motion of the airplane during pas-
sage through the gust. The first two integrals express
the load-factor increments on the wing and the stabilizer
due to the action of the gust. The third and the fourth
integrals represent the alleviation due to the vertical
motion of the airplane. The last four integrals repre-
sent the load-factor increments due to the pitching mo-
tion of the airplane. The general expressions follow:

@cL PVSW ‘W2 CL --
‘Ltotal

J

= Antotal’d = ~~ ~ (sW~ - %)% dsw

o

f

Ss
/ dcL Pvss 2

v’+—— c~g (ss2- ss)& dss
‘alas 2

0

SW3
~.”+ dCL PS~cw

f

—— cLa (SW3 -
d% 2

sw)An (Sw)dsw

o
,

dcL Swq
SW4 -,

J——
+ dq 57.3

cL:- (SW4 - Sw)&dsW

o
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+ dCL Ssq ‘s4

r

CLa(SS4 -
d6——

da~ 57.3
%)~%

‘0

.

#
a

[f_ --1
.

()d~dCL Swqtw ‘W4 d—
—— - &ewc&Jsw4-%lw) da

‘d~V
“ o

w
.-

-“”–-

Mtotal = Z AnwWtw + x An9Wl= = nky2a (2)
.

A--.-rigidsimultaneous solution of equations (1) and
.

(2) iS obviously extremely difficult because the varioue
integrals of the ~qu’ations are mutually interiiependont and
some of them contain discontinuous functions..

In order to solve these equations for tha canard air-
,plane, the principle of superposition was employed by
first assuming the airplane to pass over the gust with
only one motion, namely, uniform f.or!wardvelocity. Tho
effect of the gust alone could then be c~loulated and used
when determining the effects of the vertical motion and
the pitch of the airplane. In order that theso subsequent
calculations might be perforned, certain of tho initial
restrictions on the motion of the airplane were removod.
These restrictions are:

(1) No vertical-displacement increment of the air-
plane occurs as it passes over the gust.

(2) No pitching motiion of the airplane occu.r6 as it
passes over the gust.

When these restrictions are inpose~, the only inte-
grals to be solved are the ones that describe the accel-
eration increnent, or the load factor due to the action of
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the gust on the wing and the stabilizer. These integrals
are :

b JdCL Pvsw ‘W2
—— CLg(sw2 - ~dsw
daw 2 sw)d~w

o

and J‘CL ~~ss
%2

- CL (ss2 - sJ=@s$
daa’ 2 ,g-.’dss

0,

These integrals may be solved analytically or by
means of Carsonls theorem, as used in reference 3, depend-
inq upon the complexity of the variables dU/ds and CL

., &o
In the solution for the canard airplane, the integrals
were solved analytically by assuming a linear gust and by
using expressions for CL that were anenable to integra-

~
tion. The acceleration i~crement on the airplane was
found by plotting the loading increments on the wing and
the stabilizer as they passe~ through the gust and then
conbining then algebraically. An illustration of this

.,

method is shown in figure 9.
,,

The next step in the solution was to renove the first
restriction on the notion of the airplane. The ifiiograls
based on the vertical notion of the qirpla.ne, which are
the third and the fourth terns in equation (l), could then
be evaluated. They are:

.

d.CL pswcw

J

SW3
—— , CLa(sw3 -
d% 2

sw)An(sw)dsw

o“

f,

Ss
dCL pSsCS

and
das 2 3CLa(ss3 - ss)An(ss)dss

o

The terns An(sw) and An(ss) express the varia-

tion of the final “acceleration increnont value as a ftinc-
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tion of the c.herd-length pe.netratian of the surfaces into
the gust. Tor the solution of these integrals, the funct-
ions An(sw) and An(ss) were assumed to bo linear.
The integrals were then put in the fern

SB

f

psscs dC~ 3

+ ‘n2s83 ~, CLa(ss3 - s*)ssds.s

o

and, by the use of suitable expressions for cLa s they

were readily solved.

The solution could then be put in the fern

Anm = KAn (3)

for a particular value of ‘3; and K, a constant for a
particular value of S37 could .%e plotted as a function
of S3 for a series of values of 83.

The impressed acceleration can be determined fron the!
following relation:

An = AnO - KAn (4)

for a particular value of S3.

.

. ..

In the present analysis, it was found that the proc-
ess of evaluation night be further simplified by putting
equation (4) in the fern

An.
An=— (5)

1-I-K

for a particular value Of . S3. Note that the valuo of .

acceleration increment found here is stnilar to tho value
that would be obtained fron the equation derived by
Ktissner (reference 4) and solved in reference 1, wit-h the a
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.

.

excaption that the stabilizer loads are here taken into
account.

It should also be noted that, because of the stabi-
lizer loads and the pGsition of the center of gravity,
the maxinum acceleration increment on the airplane no
longer ;occurs when the center of gravity of the airplane
is at the point where the assumed gust shape first s,t-
tains uniforn velocity. ,-- -—

The second restriction on the notion of the airplane
was renoved in order to investigate the influence of
pitching notion on the acceleration increment.--T . —

As a first approximation, the dampinG of pitch due
to the pitching motion of tho ‘airplane was ne~locted and
the direct effect of the loads on the stabi~izer tiiidthe
wing that arise from the action of the gust and the ver-
tical motion of the airplane was: investigated.

The method used was’ to compute the moments about the
center of gravity of the airplane that arise from the
loads imposed by the action of the gust and by the verti-
cal notion of the airplane. These ~oments were conbined
and plotted against the di”stance penetrated by the mo~el
into the gust for the 3.7- and the 8.2-foot gust gradients.
The sharp-edge-gust condition was-o”m~~f~~ s~nce T2G-=ffect
of pitch was felt to be inappreciable until af”ter the air-
plane had reached its peak acceleration. The first in*e-
gral of the moment curve gives a measure of the pitching
velocity, and the second integral gives a measure of the
pitch angle of the airplane. —

The pitching-veloc~ty and the pitch-angle curves were
then used in conjunction with a previously selected ex-
pression of the unsteady-lift function cLa for the solu-
tion of the last four integrals of equation (l):

.,. ..

dCL S-;q f
SW4

de.— CLa(sw4 - —dsw
daw 57.3~ ‘w)dsw

o

..— ---

dCL Ss& ‘s4

r
-ass‘s)ds~ .

CLa(ss~ - .
—=”das

*J
o

..
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dCJ, Swqlw

,[J ,

9W4
—— . cLa (SW4. -

1

SW)m,;
claw., v ., dsw

o

‘p

SS4
()

“m
dCL Ssql .: d

1

CLa (S~4 - S~) ,& dss
~v-

0
1- -1

The term d(3/ds is the variation of pitch angle
with the distance penetrated Into the gust; tho term

()d ~ /ds is the variation of pitching veloci.ty”with

the distance penetrated into the gust. These integrals
were then solved by use of Carson.is theorem for the ac-
celeration increments at the previously determined peak
acceleration, and the values were corflbinedwith those
obtained from equation (5) to give the final acceleration
increment on the airplane.

Throughout, this analysis, no mention has been made
of the sp~zific expressions used for the quantities CL

e
and CLa. As in previous papers, such as reference 5,

.

the analysis was carried out by using the unsteady-lift
functions fm infinite aspect ratio as derivodby Kilssner
(reference 4) and Wagner (reference 6) and conparing the
results with those obtained by usixcg the unsteady-lift
functions for finite aspect-ratio ~ti derived by Jones
(reference 7). Curves for aspect ratio 6, based on refer-
ence 7, are inoluded in thts paper as figure 10.

The effect, of unsteady .liftion a fuselage-wing coIJ-
binatioti has not been determined; computations were there-
fore nade ‘using both the gross wing area and the net wing
area with corresponding wing chords as suggested in ref-
arence 2..

DISCUSSION

The equations were first evaluated based on the gross .

wing area and t-he unst-eady-lift functions for infinite
aspect ratio because the use of these” functions in previ-
ous papers indicated the best” agreenent with the oxperi- .
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‘1

, I,
,

.

.

.

.

mental data for conventional airplanes. It was found for
the canard airplane that, although the agreenent was good
in the sharp-edge gust cond$ti.on, the effect of pitch in
the longer gradients (H = 3.7 and 8.2 ft) modified the
loads to such an extent that the agreement with the test
results was poor (table 11, columns 1 and 6).

A similar analysis was nade using Jo~esl unsteady-
lift functions for a finite wing (reference 7). The al-
leviation due to pitch was so great in the 3.7-foot gust-
gradient condition, however, that computations for the
8.2-foot gust-gradient condition were felt to be useless
(table II, colunn 2).

,. A third, analysis was then made using the unsteady-
lift functions for infinite aspect ratio and the net wing
area. The results from this analysis agreed with the
test data within 0.,2g for all the gust-gradient condi-
tions (table II, columns 3 and 6). It is interesting to
note that the load-factor increments caused by pitch an-
gle reversed in sign for the 3.7-foot gust-gradient con-
.dition. The: interpretation of the wing”.area and the. chord
is. therefore pbviously very importan..t in calculating the “-j -.
load factorg and the stability for @ canard airplane. “

., ..
As previously mentioned,. the analysis poin”t-ed“out

t-hat the maximum acceleration, increme~t need not occur
at the point where the gust velocity first becomes uni-
form. Reference to figure 6 shows that the experimental
results bear out the analysis in this respect. .“

In an ef.’fortto arrive at better. agreement, calcula-
tions were made using the net wing area and Jones! un-
ste.a.dy-lift functions for finite aspect ratio. Although
the total acceleration increments for the conditions of
t,he sharp-edgp gust and the 3.7-foot gust gradient were “
in good agreement with the test results, the magnitude of
the pitch terms in the ,condition of the 8.2-foot gust
gradient w’as ,sqch as to give. very poor agreement (table
II, columns 4 and 6).

As etated before, the damping of yitch due to pitchi-
ng motion ha~ been neglected. An attempt was made, how-
ever , to calculate this effect for the gust with a gradi-
ent distance of 8.2 feet mentioned in the last paragraph,
The approximate method of superposition wae found to be-
come as tedious as a strict solution, but there were in-
dications that the load-factor increments would increase
%y a small amount.
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From the consistency of the agreement of the dorivod
with the experimental rcsul.ts, the analysis using the Lot
wing area and the unsteady-lift functions for infinite
aspect ratio was chose”n as being the best present solution
for the load-factor increments of this particular canard
airplane. Although a detailed comparison of the pitch-
angle increment curves is not warranted becnuse of the
limitations imposed by tho precision and the teat proce-
dure, the calculated curves and-the more reliable experi-
mental curves (neglecting the 8.2-foot gradient condition)
do show the same trends and order of magnitude of pitch-
angle increments in this case.

The approximate analysis for this canard airplane is
felt to be sufficiently accurate. Future tests on differ-
ent types and arrangements of airplanes may, howeverl
bring out a need for an nnalysis to cover other factors
that would not be amenable to the procedure followed in
this paper.

I?igure 11 shows a comparison of the results of un-
published tests on an equivalent model of the Boeing B-247
airplane with analytical results based on reference 1. A
comparison of these experimental..kesults with those for
the canard model (fig. 8) shows that, in all cases, the
acceleration increnent on the Boeing model has a lower
value . This result apparently indicates that the gust-
load f-actors on the canard airplane might havo to bo in-
creased.

.

,
.

“#hen the calculated results for each model are con-
sidered, it should be remembered that the current ucthod
of analysis (reference 1) used for the Boeing nodel gives
directly the load factor on the wing but that the analysis

—
,

developed in this paper for the canard model gives a total
acceleration increment, which is the sun of both the sta-
bilizer and the wing loads. A comparison of the ~nlue~ in ... .__.
column 3 of table II and in figure 11 shcws that the aero-
dynamic l~ads on the wings of the two models- aro approxi-
mately the same but, when the resultant acceleration in-
crements and the inertia loads for each model are combined,
the indications are that the wing loads for the canard
model will be less than those for the Boeing model.

The arrangement of surfaces of a canard airplano bo-
.

ing such that there i.sno downwash effect from the wing
on. the stahili.zer, it is felt that the design of this type
of airplane, particularly in the nonacrobatic category~

n
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should include “an investigation of the gust-load factor
on the horizontal stabilizer. The procodure used in this
paper is not recommended because a gust of snail size
would probably load the stabilizer to e, greater ext6nt
than a gust that would affect the airplane as -.awhole.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The conclusions drawn on the basis of the foregoing
results and discussion are:

1. The analysis chosen shows that, although the re-
sultant acceleration increments and the stabilizer loads
are greater for the canard airplane , the net wing stresses
will be reducedbelow those of an equivalent Boeing B-247
airplane.

2. The gust loads onthe stabilizer of a canard air-
plane may be df importance.

3. “The pitching motion shou~d not “be n~glected when
the gust-load factors on a canard airplane are calculated.

.—

4. I?or the present case, theory- and experiment indi-
cate that the maximum acceleration increment need not oc-
cur at the point where the gust first attains uniform ve-
locity.

At the present time, there can be no recommended pro-
cedure for the evaluation of the effect of pitching mQtion.
For all cases, additional study and experiment are required
on the following problens: .>

1. The determination of the effective chord lengths
,, and surface areas for use in problems of un-

steady flow.

2. The determination of the effect of a gust on the
stability of an airplano .

3. The determination of the effect of pitching motion
when an airplane enters a gust.

.

.
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4. The determination of the criticcl gust loc~s on
the stabilizer of a canard airplane.”

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
Natflonal Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va. , March 14, 1940.
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Tablo I

19

Characteristics of the Canard Model

Model

Weight, lb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1.301 13,650

Gross. wing area, sq ft . . . . . . . . . 1.445 836 “

Mean geometric chord based on the
gross wing area, ft . . . . . . . . . 0.470 11.3

—

Netwlngarea, sqft . . , . . . . . . . 1.302

Mean geometric chord based on net
wing area, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.422

Slope of wing lift curve, per radian . . 4.5 4.47
.

.

Natural wing period, sec . . . . . . . . 0.017

Stabilizer area, sq ft . . , . . . . . . 0.257 148.5

Mean geometric stabilizer chord, ft . . 0.242 5.8

Slope of stabilizer lift curve, per
radien . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.0 4.0

247,000Moment of inertia, mkya , slug-ft~ ● . . 0.00?90

Gust velocity, fps . . . . . . . . . . . 6.5 31.9

200Forward velocity, mph . . . . . . . . 40.9

,

.
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Table II

,-

.

●

☛

Values of Load-Factor Increments {in g units) from
Summary of Analysis of Canard Model

T
Type of 1 2 3 1 4 5 6
load- Gross wing area Net wing area Current Exper-

factor (SW = 1.445 Sq ft. (Sw = 1.302 sq ft, method of imen-
incre- Cw = 0.470 ft) c-w = 0.422 ft) analysis~ $al
ment Using unsteady-lift functions for

A=mlA=6 lA=ca]A=61A=cI Y”--

For Sharp-Xldge Gust
Anow 1.90 2.16 1.85 1.92 “-“-”” -
Anmw -.21 -.29 -.24 -.20
Anew ~
Anqw !

‘awtotal 1.69 1.8? 1.61 1.72 1.58

Anos 0.35 0.37 0.35 0.37
Anms -.04 -.05 -.05 -.04

‘nes
Anqs [-

‘nstotal 0.31 0.32 0.30 ~ 0.33 1

‘ntotal 2.00 2.19 lT1 2.05 1.58 2.03 “

For 3.7-I!’oot Gr=dient Gust
An Ow

—
2.00 2.07 1.~8 1.87

Anmw -.62 -.5? -.55 -.51
Anew -.03 -.20 25 .23
Anqw -.07 -.11 -:(-)3 -.02

‘nwtotal 1.28 1.19 1.55 1.57 1.47

Ands 0.35 0.36 0.35 0.36
Anms -.11 -.09 -.10 -.09
An6s -.01 -.04 .04 .04
Anqs .03 .Q6 :02 .01

Anstotal 0.26 9.29 0.31 G.32

Antotal 1.54 1.48 1.S6 1.89 1.47 2.11
. For goz-~~ot Gradient Gust

An Ow 1.70 1.85 1.58 1.65
Anmw -.69 -.73 -.61 -.67
Ang w -.21 -.04 -.42

‘n qw -.06 -.04 -.09

‘nwtotal 0.74 0.89 0.4? 1.32

Anos 0.34 0.35 0.33 0.31
Anms -.12 -.12 -.11 .-.12
Ang s -.04 -.Q1 -.08
Anqs .03 .02 .05

‘nstotal 0.21 0.23 0.16

Antotal 0.95 1.12 0.63 1.32 1.35

*Reference 1.
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